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Jason Atkinson(January 11,1984)
 
Born Again 4/2012 thanks to Jesus Christ. I grew up in San Jose California. I
have one son who I love dearly (Landen S. Atkinson 5) . As a child I always loved
what other people had to say and why. Hence the reason why I love poetry and
the interpretations of others. I grew up being very competitive therefore having a
slight ego problem (nothing Jesus couldn't fix) . I now work in marketing and I
am looking to switch careers soon though. I still love the game of basketball and
love to spend time doing Christ work. I am looking forward to publishing a book
of poetry at the end of 2013 or the beginning of 2014
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A World Of Change
 
We drown in the views of social deception
How can we find divinity when we don't allow interjection
Fueling the mind until the day we realeyes
We must accept the outcome or stay fearful of demise
Information now abundant what could be the good reason
A new age of mankind with the same stone and foundation
No matter the person or year the test stays the same
Recollection is primed for Christs name to be claimed
 
Jason Atkinson
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Closed Mind Christian
 
We open ourselves through venerability
Who you let in can expand your minds ability 
To whom is the mind that you learn with conversation
Or is it that you speak with open minded confutations
Negativity leaves behind like any other information
A memory in time that you can Choose to use for motivation
You may choose to have an open mind while living in the world
Or choose to be openmindead while being of the world
The choice is yours to follow Gods word
 
Jason Atkinson
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Creative Inspiraction
 
I listen and i hear, i here and i lisTen
If only to standunder the mighty of righthands
Creative is my mind as He created all in mind
mind, i have not created, He is all creative minds
He is Devine in doing and in all blind he still lives
Devine defined is creative doing  creation is what he is
Life of mine is in through Him and only Him through I live
I live through Him and only Him through life of mine is in
Without sin i cannot do but with Him i do try
Provided He sin without, sent for me to die
A Must is only done for Him, through my living life
For Him I live a life of musts done through Loving lives
 
Jason Atkinson
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Do You See It?
 
The world has trained eyes to see what they want
Everywhere that We go we see the worlds trained thoughts
I Never saw It before until I accepted the Saviors soul
Now my eyes are opened to satins entertainment modo 
Keeping their minds off Him is satins job to be done
It's very easy for satin when parents do not love the Loved One
Instead of seeking God, kids sit in front of a console
Being counseled  by a device instead of parents who can give love and console
Kids learn best from parents who live a riotous life
Showing attention and love to their children and god alike
 
Jason Atkinson
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First Love
 
We never forget we just refuse to remember
Our first love and all the time that we spent together
To know is to be intimate I knew you in love
They say time is infinite yet it stopped with your tug
My hearts desire is still to be with you forever
Through the spirit of your Son my life is what I render
Although in the future, it will come to pass
Wrapped in the arms of my first love at the gates of everlast
 
Jason Atkinson
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For You
 
I hope only for time to spend learning for you
I try and train my mind to be your learning tool
I know there's only so much that you will learn from me
That's why I think it's clutch that I must achieve
Nothing will stop you from learning the truth in life
This is why I started walking in the footsteps into light
I've followed the directions that my mother has given to me
She said believe and have faith your life is in the hands of He
I pray you do the same through life's adversities
Until then I'm steadfast in the Lord thinking of your possibilities
 
Jason Atkinson
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He Looks Into You
 
There are times I can read faces and eyes never lie
Without conversation I know the reasons you hide
I ask many questions while already knowing the truth
There's no reason to be ashamed His love is unconditional
Still you deceive why do you carry this weight
From now on is the past accept your clean slate
Your chin remains over your shoulder yet it was never your fault
Your past determines your future only when you have given up
If you hear what He is saying then you are on the right track
A great outcome has been written because you accept who writes that
Thank you Jesus
 
Jason Atkinson
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His Beautiful Lips
 
My lips are for you and only you
To passionately speak love as a view
Use my lips to speak to every soul
To caress with love the minds of all
Powerful are words that reach these hearts
that sustain life of lives who shall fear not
You speak through me as i speak to them
With my lips are spoken the message from Him
Unpleasant am I who saw from outside
Yet beautiful the lips who sees from Insight
They see me the hideous foul and repugnant
Speak your beauty with handsome confidence
They ask how could this be that you have touched me
He says the lips of beauty speak to those who ask of Him
 
Jason Atkinson
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I Remember
 
I remember the smile on your face
when you looked into my eyes
through them was pure innocents
its still picture in my mind
I felt the blood flowing through my body
from the pounding pumps of my heart
you take my breath away
even when we are far apart
Only love can feel this way
through the child that you are
Remembering your first steps towards me
triggered the beating of my heart
 
That deep inhale of a breath
when you spoke your first word
It is something that i remember
your love embrace was so firm
I remember and will never forget
the love I felt inside
when you pointed to the mirror and said
look its daddy and the reflection was mine
 
Jason Atkinson
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In Your Hands
 
I walk the same talk I am the same voice
I express the true expression I make the same choice
I hear while your here my mind is so clear
The path in clear view my reason is You
The Love is for all, now I realeyes my true call
My life I'de trade in to hold your hand at the end
My tears I feel in my throat I now know my outcome
Will you come and hold my hand while I take the hand of the hand
 
Jason Atkinson
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Its Not Hard To See
 
Life is but an instance in memories past
What you did in this instant is what will be asked
Traveling the world is a dream of mankind
What will you speak to the world during this traveling time
How far is away when you stay in your mind
Have you made it a good place where Love can reside
What is it that you favor or thought about most in your life
Do you ask yourself these questions or stay entertained all your life
Do you have or ask Any questions or even seek to find
Likely lazily pressing a button not caring for a reputable mind
This looks like their future because they are all looking alike
A new world  by condition with minds against what is Jesus Christ
 
Jason Atkinson
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Jesus And Mom
 
Because of you I am who i am in the day
I look In  the mirror and see a part of you everyday
Although different we share the same love in every way
Sharing in Forever thanks to Him we shall stay
My love I can't express because words just cannot say
The appreciation I have for my life that you raised
holding your hand tight in the night so you wouldn't slip away
This memory as your child i hope you know will always remain
'My children will see' because He my mother portrayed
A Loving Caring Humble person in my heart you will stay
 
Jason Atkinson
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Living For God
 
Your life can be changed
With Love is the way
Simply ask for forgiveness
And live your life with praise
For the greater good
For the greater god
What a great feeling
No longer a facade
He stands at the gates
With his open arms
We select our own fates
Have you chosen to live for God
 
Jason Atkinson
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Love Prospective
 
What is your perspective? is the question that I ask
Is love an emotional affection or comparative act?
Maybe a rapid heart beat when your eyes connect
Or a sense of wellbeing while in their presence
Sometimes a compassionate connection made with the same life desire
A familiar song that turns the spark into fire
The definition of Essence is the same as love in itself
All of the above is the answer to love itself
So what is your perspective, love as a word?
I will tell you mine Love is the The Word
 
Jason Atkinson
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My I Am
 
You are my I am
My reason for life
You are my I am
My strides towards the light
You are my I am
The gift of the spirit
You are my I am
I know when I hear it
You are my i am
Fore the son that you gave
You are my i am
For the son that you saved
You are my i am
The love that I lost
You are my i am
Life's path to the cross
 
Jason Atkinson
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On The Way
 
I was on The way to glory
And I stumbled upon a woman
We sat and she told me her story
about her life while she was sinning
I didn't notice at the time
that she didn't say gods Word
Her beauty struck me blind
and The Life sounded like a blur 
I didn't know what to do
to help her situation
I just couldn't see through
the eyes of imitation
How easily was I fooled
by such a beautiful face
Caught in a dual
between flesh and gods embrace
 
Now the battle is to stay in love
on the right path
With a person who cares less
about the way to ever-last
I pray every night while I lay beside her
That the reflection of The Christ
is the only that will guide her.
 
Jason Atkinson
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One Day
 
One day I found the answer
one day u'll seek to find
One day I had the question
that plagues the mind for life
 
The knowing of the truth
one day awakened the blind
Using wisdom as the root
one day u'll see the signs
 
Soon can be too late
so don't say you will one day
Tomorrow is not promised
that one day is today
 
If  you haven't already yet
One day u'll meet Epiphany
She helps us to reflect
Our life path to eternity
 
Jason Atkinson
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Only If
 
I know you don't want to hurt again
Settling for so long without the friend
living only until memories end
Through time beyond forever begins
if only if only
foregiveness shows you love once more
higher and higher your soul will sore
do you hear the voice or dream anymore
if only if only
you were to dream that dream of before
when you felt the love for Christ as The Lord
The choice stays yours to live your life as a chore
if only if only
You could speak the desires of your heart
or feel the love of light in the dark
Although healing takes time He has never forgot
if only if only
You would let His arms reach where you are
would you confide in Him or stay scared with the scars
if only if only
you could see the lesson you'd learn
Your grief will find a way for pain to return
You would wander not find and stay in concern
if only if only
You would choose Christ for your life
to live forever with love without  pain without strife
never will you have to say your goodbyes
only hello through gates afterlife
If only
 
Jason Atkinson
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Positive Christian Thinking
 
Hold Him when you are sick lift Him when you are down
Love no matter what speak like you wear the crown
Walk like you have your purpose live like you know it now
Smile at every person know what you've been endowed
Listen to what they say only the positive you take away
You control your own emotions if pursue to think this way
Speak with a sense passion listen the same way
Use Christ as a course of action and Love will reciprocate
 
Jason Atkinson
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Press On
 
No work no money no child no companion
Children press on
Waking up without you
In the mirror a reflection a view
My children press on
Another day another goal
Still unfulfilled out of the know
Still my children press on
THE smile continues Fore he Seen the day coming
Never understood why but the lessons I'm learning
Continue still my children, press on
These lessons forming understanding for the blessing
This blessing comes from Accepting
Oh, what a Life to be given
Continue my children,
press on to the end
 
Jason Atkinson
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Realeyesactions Expressed
 
I've thought so many words yet cannot express them
I've wrote what I have heard through not my expression
The sentiment is always love because I had left it
Always on my mind but could never accept it
The truth had been told which truth would i choose
The love of the flesh or cornerstone in new view
Memories flood my mind of passion and affection
Now I realeyes the moment of regression
Flesh lives in these moments lust masquerading as love
But no matter the moment the plan was from above
This is a lesson you Can learn only  through living life
Not my own expression through the WORD comes light
 
Jason Atkinson
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Relighting The Flame
 
Never speaking the thoughts that were crossing my mind
Growing into my own while waiting for one of a kind
Through teen to adult and relationships past
The ultimate question never answered because I never asked
What am I truly here looking for weather your life long or short?
A realization whelming inside with tears in my eyes
I have stopped seeking this answer so long ago
It brings me pain to think I have little life left to go
THEY have avoided this same question day after day
entertaining their minds while True Love awaits
If only these people knew what One of a kind heart can do
I now ask this question to all to REVITALIZE their life call
 
Jason Atkinson
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Socially Deceived
 
They can't think independently so must rely on something to think for them
Input are the thoughts that the blind men show them
Now distracted on the go still calling it a connection
Altering exactly what connected is, with a scientific word for deception
A human discovery taking what god has created
Making Him out to be a mockery
while training their mind through entertainment
Not to worry, He IS and WILL come to fruition
Fearing this day while not Knowing
HE is the reason they are living
 
Jason Atkinson
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Solitude Not Loneliness
 
Solitude not loneliness
Where does your mind go when you are alone? Do you reminisce about your past
thoughts learning  from that story told?
The issues of our life  are explained in theses moments of  reflection, isolated
experiences to learn as you grow for the reason of the questions, and answers
that you will surely hold, Inside your mind you might stay until the loneliness is
left alone, by yourself in that corner room while confidence unfolds.
Looking through these two windows understanding the purpose of solitude, while
being by yourself with everyone you'll see  who is really who, and desperate for
the meaning of Love, that is shared from the mighty god. Yet not many seem to
speak in this simple language so afraid to leave their false cornerstone.
 
Jason Atkinson
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Think Heaven
 
Heaven begins when that thought is spoken
Never will you foreget the moment of the notion
Love has the power that fills every portion
You know when u can't feel fears grasp or emotion
It can only be explained in the Word found through promotion
You begin to See the world and have peace in devotion
So take the hand of the Loved One and experience  the explosion
Life seen through Love begins heaven without a question
 
Jason Atkinson
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To You
 
I write these to you with faithful hope in my heart
The hope is that you see that faith is where it starts
The love I have for you will be expressed when you read
The inspired word that is there right when you can See
HEARing His voice in my mind for all He has to say
I asked for this voice with faith that you and i will live in always
With Love in your heart and a faithful walk in Life
You will always know what I thought because we both saw the same light
 
Jason Atkinson
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